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Chinese for Beginners is an excellent, user-friendly book for learning the Chinese language.Yi Ren has taught
thousands of Americans to speak Chinese fluently. Now, she and co-author Xiayuan Liang share their secrets
for fast mastery of Mandarin Chinese with you. China has 1.3 billion people, and due to initiatives to phase
out regional dialects in favor of Mandarin Chinese, nearly all of them can communicate in Mandarin. Dont let
yourself be intimidated by this rewarding language. Although it is true that mastery of the Chinese language
takes time, Mandarin Chinese has simpler grammar than English, and there are no conjugations-meaning
anyone can learn a few critical phrases in no time. Chock full of extra hints and tips from the authors' many
years of experience teaching Mandarin Chinese in adult evening classes, Chinese for Beginners focuses on

realistic situations you'll encounter when you meet people in China.

Lets look what you should be doing as a beginner to take your first steps. This page is aimed at Chinese
beginners who have been learning individual characters and are ready.

Chinese For Business,Chinese Audio

Five HSK 1 Mock Tests 10 Pass HSK 1 Guaranteed Enroll in Course for 109 99 . Mandarin Chinese 1
Chinese for beginners is a beginners course of Mandarin Chinese. 10 Lessons Intermediate Classic. All words

and sentences are spoken by real Chinese Mandarin natives and this helps you in learning the correct
pronunciation. Chinese is a fascinating language that can seem impossibly difficult to learn at first but is

relatively easy if. Have you been interested in learning Mandarin Chinese in 2021 but have no idea where to
start? The stepbystep guide below is for all beginners and those considering learning Mandarin Chinese but
who are lost on exactly how to get started. Learn Chinese quickly and easily with. At the end of the 5week
course the learners will reach the following proficiency . At the end of the course students should be able to
acquire knowledge of Chinese phonetics and become familiar with practical fundamentals covering various
topics identify the nuances of Chinese. Offered by Peking University. After taking this class learners can have
a basic understanding of Chinese Mandarin and make basic conversations of daily living such as exchanging
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personal information talking about daily arrangements and food asking about price introducing the city and
the weather telling your hobbies etc. Become familiar with the characters.Mandarin Chinese is one of the

most beautiful languages in the world because of its unique set of characters.But its also for this reason that a
beginner will find it a challenge to grasp everything. There are a lot of textbooks for studying Chinese. For
those beginner learners Chinese doesnt have to be overwhelming as long as you have the right approach.

Whether you re a beginner starting with the basics or.
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